
Vertical Mounting Monitor Arm Installation Guide.

Register your lock at kensington.com/register.
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1. For C-Clamp Mount: Loosen pre-installed C-clamp.

A. Place adhesive dots over screws to protect desktop. Slide C-clamp onto desk and tighten. 

B1. To switch to the included grommet mount, remove the C-clamp and unscrew the three screws attached to long mounting post. 
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B2. Place adhesive dots over screws to protect desktop.

B3. Slide grommet mount through opening in desktop and tighten grommet mount tightly to long mounting post.

2. Slide first VESA monitor adjustment bracket onto long mounting post and tighten with indicated screws.
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3A. Add pole connector bracket and tighten, followed by mounting additional long mounting post and second VESA monitor adjustment bracket.

3B. Slide the second VESA monitor adjustment bracket to the desired location and tighten with indicated screws. The lever allows you to slide the mounting adjustment vertically. 
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4A. Install the VESA mount to the back of monitor A with the indicated screws. Make sure to use a washer between the screw and mounting surface. 
Do not overtighten as this could cause damage to your monitor. 

4B. Install the VESA mount to the back of monitor B with the indicated screws. Make sure to use a washer between the screw and mounting surface. 
Do not overtighten as this could cause damage to your monitor. 
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5. Place monitor A on the VESA monitor adjustment bracket. Use the "J" screw at the top of the bracket to tighten the VESA plate (attached to monitor) to the VESA monitor adjustment bracket. 
Repeat with monitor B. 
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6. To adjust the angle of each monitor, use the allen wrench to tighten/loosen for desired angle.  

7. Cable management can be obtained by tucking the cords into the mounted cable management bracket. Multiple cords can be managed by the bracket. 
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8. For easy access for future adjustments, store the included allen wrenches in the tool caddy that is part of the cable management bracket. 
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9. With all brackets tightened appropriately for your monitor size and weight, the monitors can now rotate 360-degrees on the VESA bracket, and vertical viewing angles adjust positive or negative 45-degrees. 
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Read the entire instruction manual before you start installation and assembly. If you have any questions regarding any of the instructions or warnings, please contact your local distributor for assistance.
CAUTION: Use with products heavier than the rated weights indicated may result in instability causing possible injury.

IMPORTANT: Ensure that you have received all parts according to the component checklist prior to installation. If any parts are missing or faulty, telephone your local distributor for a replacement.

MAINTENANCE: Check that the bracket is secure and safe to use at regular intervals (at least every three months).
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For support, visit kensington.com/support.


